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Tremaine and Hobbs Score Only Win in Harvard Tennis Tournament Yesterday
II

II

J. H. Farnham opposing the BeaHarvard Courtmen and
ver pair, Tremaine and Hobbs. The 11
first set of this doubles went to the 'NAVY TRACK TEAM
combination which
Defeat Technology Farnham-Holmes
went into the fray fresh from the
NEXT OPPONENT OF
rooms. After Hobbs got settled
Team by 5-1 Score I class
down to steady playing he and Tre-

I amount of really hard fighting the High, St. Anselm's, Yale frosh and

I

Institute Almost Shut Out
in Matches on Divinity
Courts Yesterday
Yesterday afternoon the crimson
squad all but shut out the Engineer
tennis combination on the Divinity
courts at the University grounds. The
score was 5 to 1. The lone tally was
not won until the final match played
between the second doubles pairs.
K. S. Pfaffman, ranking second in
the singles, met Captain Scott of the
Institute winning the set handily by
6^1, 6-4. The crimson leader, M. Duane,
faced Dick Carver in the first match
of the afternoon and easily outdid
Carver's best efforts. Dick could manage to win only one game in two sets.
The score wvent to Captain Dune 6-0,
6-1.
Captain Scott and Carver also
paired in the first doubles of the afternoon, but again their singles opponents were easy victors. Stuart Gourley, playing on the Institute team for
the first time, also turned in a card
giving him the short end of a 6-4, 6-2
score. The Harvard player matched
against himn was R. Bradley.
The second doubles match proved
a long drawn out aff air with P. Holmes

manie won the last two sets of the
three played. Their win was the only
one counting for the Institute.
Just previous to this Tremaine had
a long grind with G. Guild, Harvard's
third best bet. The first set went to
deuce several times with Tremaine
Howfinally emerging a 9-7 winner.
ever he overworked himself in the
first set and gave the match to Guile
by losing the last two sets 6-3, 6-2.
Tremaine has improved considerably
lately. His back hand stroke is working beautifully while his forward
stroke is speedy, accurate, and works
with apparent ease.
Will Meet Again
Arrangements have been made to
play the crimson squad again, next
Tuesday. This time the Cardinal and
Gray team will have the advantage
of playing on familiar courts since
the University meets the Beaver squad
at Chestnut Hill. The Engineers promise to make it more exciting and
interesting than yesterday.
Tomorrow the Engineer squad will
also fight it out with the Harvard
Business School. This match will also
be at Chestnut Hill.
The summaries:
Singles
Captain Mi. Duane (H.) defeated Roger
6-1.
(T.),
6-0,
Carver
IK. S. Pfaffman (H.) defeated WV.R. B.
Scott (T.), 6-1, 6-4.
G. Guild (H.) defeated L. L. Tremaine
(T.), 7-9, 6-3, 6-2.
R. Bradley (H.) defeated Stuart Gourley (T.), 6-4, 6-2.
Doubles
Captain M. Duane and K. S. Pfaffman
(H.) defeated Captain W. R. B. Scott
and Roger Carver (T.), 6-1, 6-4.
L. H. Hobbs and L. L. Tremaine (T.)
defeated P. Holmes and J. H. Farnham
(H.), 4-6. ,6-4, 7-5.

INSTITUTE RUNNERS
Technology Faces Annapolis
Outfit Which Dout led
Harvard's Score
CURTIS EXCELS IN BOTH
880 AND MILE FOR NAVY

Bob Hendrie and John Poole
Have, Chance to Break
Engineer Records
By Captain H. C. Pierce'20

Although Harvard was swamped by
the Navy track team, in the dual meet
at Annapolis, I believe Technology's
runners will do better than they expect to against the Academy. The Annapolis men have shown only average
performance so far. Harvard was admittedly below par in its contest with
the Midshipmen, just beginning to
reach its real strength last Saturday.
In the 100 yard dash, Stryker, Marshall and Gibbons rank as well as
Heap, Poole and Hayes, of the Cardi---nal and Gray. All six are good for
10 2-5 or better. With the Technology
century entrants fighting all the way
two places may go to them.
With a good day, a dry track, and
fight, Poole ought to tie the Technology record in the 220. If W. L.
GEORGE E. BYARS, Mgr.
II
Smith's leg is in condition he will
battle Stryker and Marshall, of the
Navy, for second.
Don't Throw Away Your Old
Gurney should win the quarter for
SHOES
the Engineers' unless he breaks a leg,
We Fix Them as Good as New
1922 Fords to let without drivers
which is hardly liable to happen. CapBy Goodyear Welt System
Cater Especially to T-ech Students
tain Yard Chittick, W. L. Smith andl
Rates by the Hour, Day, or Week
Ca EMANUELE
A. D. Smith will scrap Foss for the
Call Rox. 7764-M
84 Mass. Ave. at Commonwealth Ave.
follow up positions and we ought to
GEORGE E. BYARS, Mgr.
Phone 2517-L
secure first and third in the event.
__
___
The 440 has been considered one of
our best points.
- -I
I
I
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May Score in Half
There is no Navy half-miler who
TIREX (ALL RUBBER) PORTABLE CORD
has run as fast as Snow did in the
Harvard meet. Curtis, lowever, is
capable of beating two minutes flat.
and is a real threat. Tammany of
Navy will follow Snow to the tape
If Curtis does not run Tommy Gill
A large proportion of portable tool troubles are cord failures. TIREX
stands a good chance for third.
wears longer than other cords and keeps the tools in operation. It always
Curtis will wvin the mile with Elmer
comes back from one job ready for the next and stays in service, without
Sanborn second. The tussle will be
repairs, more than four times as long as fibrous covered cords.
for third place. Here, Poole, of TechI. nology, will face Hurd, with the fates
SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO.
slightly favoring Hurd.
201 DEVONS;HIRE ST., BOSTON 9
The two mile will go to Hendrie of
SAN FRANCISCO
CHICACO
Coach Kanaly's squad. With good con
_
_
s
s
ditions the Technology record will
disappear. Curtis will probably ruli
here; if so, he takes second with Sanborn third.
HOUSANDS of smokers have proved it-and now give the
Hudson and Huckins seem to be too
,
verdict to you0(:
3
fast for Ambdch and Blodgett, of thin
Of all the other tobaccos NATURE has produced-none
Institute, in-the 120 yard timber event'
can approach the finest varieties of pure Turkish for cigarettesWe should pick up one point il the
high hurdles however.
None has the delicious FLAVOR of the finest TurkishThe low-hurdles are different. Her
None gives the ENJOYMENT of the finest Turkishshey was a grainahead of, and Clil tick even with, Fitts Of Harvard in
None will SATISFY you as will the finest Turkishthe contest last Saturday when tlhu
last barrier dumped one and slolved
tne other. One of the Engineer ell
trants ought to nip Hudson andl tlh(
other take third.

Cadillac-8 Limousine
FO>R MIME:
Call Roxbury 7764-M
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team does. They must not underesThey must
timate their opponents.
not consider that the Navy men will
ease up at any point of the race. The
Annapolis runners will fight hard all
the distance, no matter if they are
first or last.

ALLEN MILITARY
BALL TEAM PLAYS
SOPH NINE TODAY
Academy Will Find '24 Team
of Hitters Hard
to Trim
The Soph baseball nine will go to
Newton this afternoon with considerable confidence in its ability to leave
Allen Military scalpless at the end
The work done in
of the scrap.
the games already played seems to indicate that they may get away with
it. The Sophs put up a good game at
Dean two weeks ago, as is shown by
a survey of the type of teams that
Dean has met and trimmed.
In addition to its win over the
Sophomores, Dean has had large margins over Tufts freshmen, Quincy
CARS FOR EVERY OCCASION
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Max mum protection
at lowest cost
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Metal Safe offers the highest
1rtd protection at the lowest cost
for a Class "A" Safe.
The Class "A" label of the Under,.
wjtiterey Laboratories, the acknowledged
rHSArt

authority on fire protection, means that

this safe has met every one of the gruell
ing tests devised by this unbiased author..
ity. A heat test of four hours at 2000
degrees, an explosion test, a drop of 30
feet while red hot must be passed before
the label is granted.
Art Metal further guarantees each safe
against damage of fire for twenty years.
For that length of time you are protected
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It is impassible to say

who will win though one may co:an!t
on a good performance by X1, ,l0
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tition.
set ens to be better than
T'a-yleither Heap or )ippel in tle broad
jump. ' Swveeten anal Richardls nvill
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against loss of the safe itself.

fight with our men for second alla
third witl the odds favorines iis.
M\cLean is too good for Sheldnon in
the pole vault. Sheldon can go 11 feet
6 inches but MIcLean cleared close to
12 feet Saturday. At the same time
the pole vault is an erratic event and
you never call tell. Stearns has a
an(l
against Wood
good chcance
Huckins for third place.
Shot Put Goes to Navy
Carney seems slated to win the
shot put with Nimick of Technology
on the way to secure a second. Dodge
should take the extra point for the
Midshipmen. Big Nimick can always
be counted on to do better in competition than he does in practice. The
discus and the javelin are very likely to be swept by the Navy. Clapp,
Adair and Leggett can throw the saucer 120 to 135 feet. Leggett, Birthwright and Clapp surpass 155 feet
with the spear. Tonon may skin
Clapp for third place since he is improving daily.
While the Navy will win Techshowing depends on the
nology's

v
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Pullen. Opie anl Johnson, of the
Navy, and Mer rill of Teclhnology, al (;
all even in the hligh junip. Tha S.if
Drs will prDlbbly get two places adn;'

wel

All Hours

CENTRAL SQUARE

High Jump a Toss Up

since he alw-ays (1;2s
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other teams of equal worth, and is.
now rated as one of the fastest prepschool nines in New England. The
Sophom-re nine, working without an
appropriation, without a coach, and
without sufficient equipment, -surely
put up a game fight when it tackled
Dean. The'24 men have pulled in victories over Milton, B. U. frosh and the
home yearlings, all by large margins,.
and may find little difficulty in settling
Allen.
Allen has developed a good battery
this year. Briggs, who has been carrying the pitching burden, was credited with 12 strikeouts in the game
with M-oses Brown School at Providence last Saturday, and if it had not
been for poor work behind the bat,.
Moses Brown would not have been
able to get over its winning run in
the twelfth inning.
In Walt Kennett and Michaelena
the Sophs have a battery which -is,
bound -to cause trouble for anybody
that has to face it.
The hitting of the whole team has
also improved since the early part of'
the season as those fans who saw
the frosh game know, and from the
indications, this atternoon's game at
.N'evton is going to be a pitcher's battle between Walt and whoever takes.
the mound for Allen, and quite likely
that will be Briggs.
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